Equipment-free quantitative measurement for microfluidic paper-based analytical devices fabricated using the principles of movable-type printing.
Microfluidic paper-based analytical devices (μPADs) are a growing class of low-cost chemo/biosensing technologies designed for point-of-use applications. In this article, we describe MTWP (movable-type wax printing), a facile method for the fabrication of μPADs. MTWP is inspired by the Chinese movable-type printing and requires only a hot plate and homemade small iron movable components. It is able to pattern various wax microstructures in paper via a simple adjustment of the number, patterning forms or types of the metal movable components. This inexpensive and versatile method may thus hold great potential for producing wax-patterned μPADs by untrained operators at minimized cost in developing countries. In addition, two novel equipment-free assay methods are further developed to render μPAD measurements straightforward and quantitative. They use the flow-through time of a detection reagent in a three-dimensional paper device and the number of colored detection microzones in a 24-zone paper device as the detection motifs. The timing method is based on the selective wettability change of paper from hydrophilic to hydrophobic that is mediated by enzymatic reactions. The counting method is carried out on the basis of oxidation-reduction reactions of a colored substance, namely iodine. Their utility is demonstrated with quantitative detection of hydrogen peroxide as a model analyte. These methods require only a timer or a cell phone with a timing function and the abilities of seeing color and of counting for quantitative μPAD measurement, thus making them simple, cost-efficient, and useful sensor technologies for a great diversity of point-of-need applications especially in resource-poor settings.